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Foreword

This deliverable D6.2 gathers all the relevant and direct elements which were

generated before, during and directly after the final Urban Arena event. It

documents the work related to the Arena event, describing the processes and

providing sneak peeks into the outputs, without an in-depth analysis.

1) Concept

According to the grant agreement, “the final Urban Arena event will open up a

process of co-creation of policy recommendations in a well-facilitated dialogue

between the various communities represented in the Arena. The final arena title was

Policy Action for Sustainable & Just Cities. We removed the initial term ‘Solutions’ to

avoid reinforcing the discourse of ‘solutionism’ - the perception that social and

environmental problems have a simple, objective “fix”. The term ‘Action’ was

preferred over ‘Actions’ to emphasize their complementarity and interdependence

rather than implying they can be implemented piecemeal.

Table 1. Urban Arena #4 Objectives, Inputs and Outputs

Objectives Inputs Outputs

Share UrbanA keys and other
UrbanA outputs (GA).

Co-create actor-, level- and
framework-specific avenues
for action to unlock just
sustainable cities (GA).

Integrate the outputs of the
Policy Working Group
(principles, actions).

Lay the foundations for the
legacy of UrbanA .

The palette of keys to unlock
sustainable just cities (T6.1. “The
palette of innovative solutions”)
will be the departure point for
developing policy
recommendations after the
Arena.

Actor-, level- and
framework-specific avenues
for action / “a wealth of ‘raw’
policy recommendations” (to
be further processed in D6.3
‘Series of Policy Papers’)

Event snapshots for WP7

D6.2 Final Conference
Documentation

After many iterations, the decision was taken to host the event online to avoid

covid-related health or logistical risks. The Arena lasted 1.5 days: full day of 30.09.2021

and half day of 01.10.2021.



2) Preparation

2.1) Programme
Many valuable Arena event lessons were either produced via previous arena event

feedback forms or participant interviews. The programme was developed in

several iterative rounds with the ambition to improve successful elements from

Arena#3 and to employ innovative facilitation techniques. We provided a brief and

exciting rundown of the 1.5 day together for the opening session, invited high-level

coaches to inspire, interact and reflect with the participants in two sessions. We

proposed a diversity of session types and facilitation methods, alternating between

standard ‘webinar-style’ sessions and more interactive and co-creative discussions

and ‘climathon-style’ pitch sessions. To overcome the ‘zoom fatigue phenomenon’1

and keep participants engaged throughout the programme, we proactively inserted

and used more visual and colourful materials (vignettes, videos, MIRO, live graphic

harvesting) as well as varied and mobile energizers, breaks, and offline challenges.

Image 1. Screenshot of Final Agenda

1 More information: https://climathon.climate-kic.org/media/zyieggj2/playbook.pdf

https://climathon.climate-kic.org/media/zyieggj2/playbook.pdf


2.2) Consortium
A detailed script had been provided to all consortium members in which roles were

explained and partners registered to fill in the needed roles for each session. A recap

role table was also available before the full script table. Facilitators and moderators

(in breakout rooms) with clear instructions, met with organizers before the event. A

consortium Arena-role-briefing was hosted under a stand-in format during one

entire afternoon in the week prior to the event for remaining questions from

facilitators, speakers, notetakers, hearthkeepers, and others.

Image 2. Screenshot of role recap table



Image 3. Screenshot of detailed script



2.3) Coaches/experts

Five special guests (coaches/policy experts) were invited and attended the Arena:

Tadashi Matsumoto (Head of Sustainable Urban Development, OECD), Céline

Fabrequette (Policy Coordinator, ECOLISE), Martin Grisel (Director of the European

Grouping of Territorial Cooperation, EUKN), Maria Nikopoulou (President of the

Gender Equality Group, EESC), Inês Costa (Secretary of State for the Environment

Ministry, Portugal Government). They shared their policy perspectives (Session 2:

Policy context) and covered the role of ‘critical coaches’ (Session 5: Crash test

dialogue). A briefing was shared with them (see below), detailing their role, timing,

expectations and why we think this could be interesting for them. The style of their

contributions was requested to be fast-paced without presentation slides, as a

“mozaic of inspiring examples”.

Briefing: Expert Coaches for the Urban Arena

Overview

The UrbanA project’s final Arena event focuses on sparking policy action for sustainable and just

cities. This 1.5-day online event will bring together ca. 40 city-makers from all over Europe to

co-creatively tackle this question. The outcomes of these discussions will be synthesized on a

dedicated ICLEI-run online platform (sustainablejustcities.eu), where they will be made publicly

available for all with an interest in reconciling sustainability and justice in our cities.

As part of this event, we are inviting four key experts to (i) provide participants with a bird’s eye view

of the current policy context and innovative modes of policy action (Session 2), and (ii) coach

participants in developing promising avenues for action (Session 7). Though we encourage the expert

coaches to remain present throughout the event, we understand that this will be challenging and

therefore ask that they reserve at a minimum time for the two sessions.

Session 2: Deep dive into the current policy context

Timing: Thursday, 30 September 2021 from 11:30 to 12:30 (CEST/Brussels)

Objective: Expanding participants’ understanding of opportunities for action.

https://sustainablejustcities.eu


Description: This session takes the form of a panel discussion where four experts present different

perspectives on the current policy context at multiple levels, highlighting innovative approaches and

emerging opportunities for making cities more sustainable and just. The panelists will each have 7

minutes to share insights, before engaging in a round of discussion with the panel, and then in a

lively Q&A with the participants. The experts have been chosen for the in-depth knowledge of specific

contexts and for their link to the Principles for Sustainable Just Cities initiative. The Initiative will also

be presented during the session and provided as an example of how new opportunities for policy

action are being created.

Session 5: Pitches and Crash-test Dialogue

Timing: Friday, 1 October 2021 from 09:15 to 10:45 (CEST/Brussels)

Objective: Synthesizing promising avenues for action co-created by participants during the event,

and confronting them to a friendly yet critical ‘reality check’ from the four expert coaches.

Description: The session begins with the participants returning to their breakout groups to prepare

their pitches (30 min). During this time, the session’s facilitator (Matthew Bach, ICLEI) will meet with

the expert coaches to discuss how best to evaluate the pitches. The remainder of the session will take

place as a playful dialogue between participants and the expert coaches, which will serve as a ‘crash

test’ of the ideas put forward. The end of the session will end with a poll to vote for the most inspiring

pitch!

2.4) Participants

The Sustainable Just Cities Platform (including videos for each key cluster) was

shared with all confirmed participants as preparatory material, as well as a short

Brochure - whose content and layout was taken from D6.1. Both resources allowed

participants to browse and familiarise themselves with the 17 keys (the starting point

of the arena co-creation journey). For the majority of confirmed participants who

wished to receive a participant package, we gathered and shipped two weeks prior

to the Arena one printed version of the brochure, one printed ‘thank you’ participant

A4 letter with the final agenda, 3 different tea bags, and 100g of organic and fairtrade

fruit & nuts mix.

https://sustainablejustcities.eu/keys
https://sustainablejustcities.eu/resources/keys-unlock-sustainable-just-cities


Image 4. Screenshot of Sustainable Just Cities Platform



Image 5. Screenshot of Brochure of Keys



3) Guestlist

3.1) Invitation process
ICLEI organised an internal workshop during Steering Group meeting #23 to

brainstorm on which types of actors and key persons we would like to invite to the

Arena. In breakout groups partners filled in a MIRO workshop (at the SG#23).

Image 6. Screenshot of SG#23 workshop

Conclusions from both breakout rooms emphasized that this final Arena event

represents the last opportunity to broker UrbanA outputs and translate them into

actionable next steps. Thus, the participant recruitment targeted and gave priority to

practitioners: either policy designers (EU, national, metropolitan and local levels) and

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lJaas4s=/


action implementers (public officers from all levels, NGO and association

representatives).

The consortium was then instructed to contribute to a table by nominating six or

more practitioners or organisation contacts. These contacts could be previous Arena

or Community Conversation participants relevant to them. They had to include at

least one ‘connector’ working specifically with marginalised groups.

These tables were merged into an Excel long guest list, completed by ICLEI with

additional guests (non-academic previous arena participants as well as policy

contacts from all levels). As the diversity is relative / dependent on the overall list,

criteria of diversity and marginality were applied to prioritise guests (first batch)

following the methodology developed by the working group of Arena#3 as well as by

the criteria gathered during the MIRO workshop:

- Actor types (policy-makers, NGO representatives, activists, etc)

- Level of work (local, metropolitan, translocal, national, EU)

- Expertise fields (housing, education, energy, agriculture, mobility, etc)

-Connectors to vulnerable, marginalized, under-considered groups (children,

homeless people, refugees, BIPOC community, LGBTQI+, etc). Four invitation

batches/rounds happened, with individual invitation and generic and individual

reminders.

The total was a list of 134 potential targeted guests where all criteria were

well-respected. Targeted invitations with a confirmation form link were issued in

several batches (based on their priority and contact quality) to the various policy

designers (EU, national, metropolitan and local levels) and action implementers

(public officers, NGO and association representatives).

It was determined that the participant number should not exceed 80 persons:

Consortium (~20 persons); Fellows (~20 persons); Participants (~40 persons).

Eventually, 56 entries were registered in the participant confirmation form, and

between 40 to 50 participants attended the Arena (number fluctuating

throughout the programme).

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CtGCYZm8gnL7lIg15fopiiF_pr7OpyqfZqP4ZK0FBNQ/edit


Image 7. Screenshot of confirmation form

3.2) Networking

In order to foster networking during the event, we explored Gather.Town as a

parallel virtual space to host side conversations. This virtual space was titled “UrbanA

Networking Village”. The space was used in the beginning of the event for

facilitated networking but otherwise, the participants used the space independently

outside the official programme to meet and chat with each other. The Networking

village was also linked into a MIRO Networking Board (“Forest of Fame”) in which

participants could share their social media contact information for post-event

networking.



Image 8. Screenshot of Gather.Town (‘UrbanA Networking Village’)

Image 9. Screenshot of MIRO Networking Board (‘Forest of Fame’)



4) Results

4.1) Harvesting process

Every effort was made to ensure good flow of the session for coherent co-creation.

The MIRO was our key co-creation and harvesting tool. The right template and the

right questions (keeping one main guiding/triggering question per session only

(inspirational, open-ended)) are important to engage people in virtual interactive

meetings. It provided a visual structure to the Arena co-creation journey and

discussions to guide participants while allowing space for interpretation and gaps

identification/filling.

The harvesting of the MIRO co-created content was done in multiple phases. A

spreadsheet was created to store these materials and to draw links to previously

identified keys and approaches for sustainable just cities. First, each session host

identified key outcomes (actions, policies, approaches, ideas etc.) by using the

material in the MIRO Co-creation Board, recordings, and other session notes as

inputs. The harvested outcomes are reviewed and synthesized together with the

consortium members into Avenues for Actions in a co-creation workshop during a

project meeting on 11/2021.

The harvested material is also going to provide input for the policy

recommendations, more information to be found in D6.3 Policy recommendations.

The avenues for Actions are concrete action proposals, with practical guidelines for

the implementation of these actions in different governance levels. They will be

available on the Platform for Sustainable Just Cities in early 2021.



Image 10. Screenshot of MIRO Co-Creation Board



Image 11. Screenshot of the co-creation journey

Session 1: Getting familiar with the keys and relating to them

Image 11. Screenshot of the session 1 frame on MIRO

Link to blogpost

https://medium.com/urban-arenas-for-sustainable-and-just-cities/urbana-launches-the-17-keys-to-sustainable-just-cities-c51345082cb2


Session 2: Exploring the policy context and opportunities

Image 12. Screenshot of the session 2 frame on MIRO

Link to blogpost

https://medium.com/urban-arenas-for-sustainable-and-just-cities/policy-opportunities-for-just-sustainable-cities-highlights-from-the-panel-discussion-f5582bb3a72b


Session 3: Building a common understanding of ‘action’

Image 13. Screenshot of the session 3 frame on MIRO

Session 4: Activating the Keys with practical experience and concrete actions

Image 14. Screenshot of the session 4 frame on MIRO



Session 5: Prioritising actions and crash-testing

Image 15. Screenshot of the session 5 frame on MIRO

Link to blogpost

Session 6: Setting individual commitment

Image 16. Screenshot of the session 6 frame on MIRO

Link to blogpost

https://medium.com/urban-arenas-for-sustainable-and-just-cities/3-innovative-initiatives-to-advance-justice-in-your-city-266bb3adae2
https://medium.com/urban-arenas-for-sustainable-and-just-cities/how-can-we-act-for-just-sustainable-cities-110000890342


Image 17. Screenshot of the Excel harvesting table

4.2) Summary

Urban Arena #4 resulted in a shared understanding of the policy context and policy

opportunities for just sustainable cities, proposals for collective initiatives, and

individual action commitments. The policy context was presented by the Expert

Coaches, highlighting trends and innovative approaches in the different policy-levels.

These included a strong message of cities as leaders in the climate transition,

recognition of the Conference of the Future of Europe as an opportunity for

empowerment, and the New Leipzig Charter as the leading framework for urban

policy. All participants shared a will to rethink sustainability and policy-development,

with social justice in the centre. The discussion emphasized the need for a

systematic (e.g. urban metabolism), integrated (e.g. interaction between policy

sectors), and intersectional approach (e.g. climate equality, inclusion of the global

south) in policy-making. These discussions will serve as a valuable input for the policy

recommendations for sustainable just cities. The Arena also succeeded in facilitating

the emergence of proposals for collective initiatives and challenging the participants

to commit to individual actions to promote and strengthen justice and sustainability

in their own communities. These practice-oriented results encourage the Arena

participants to take the UrbanA keys and lessons with them outside the Arena, and

to put them into practice.



5) Other activities

5.1) Social Media Campaign
During and after the Arena, we engaged in a communication campaign around the

live results of the event as well as around the keys. We scheduled by-weekly posts on

Twitter and Instagram to cover the full range of keys. Each post includes the key

vignette and a sentence and/or link to tease followers to discover more about the

keys on the Sustainable Just Cities Platform.

Image 18. Screenshot of UrbanA Instagram



Image 19. Screenshot of UrbanA Twitter

Moreover, we are now preparing banners to share on social media to promote the

most inspiring quotes from the Arena. These quotes are mainly the commitments to

action of the Arena participants. Some examples are:

● “I will get my hands dirty - go out and plant trees and support urban

gardens”

● “I want to remind myself I am not alone in the struggles for sustainability and

justice! In other words, I commit to have more hope!”

● “I want to engage in more risky discussions about race and gender”



5.2) Platform Launch Webinar

We arranged a webinar “Can sustainability and justice go hand-in-hand?” in order to

launch the web platform, including the keys, for a wider audience. The target

audience included city-makers outside the existing UrbanA community, across

Europe and beyond. This one-hour webinar on Zoom provided an overview of the

keys with concrete inspiring examples and advice on how to use them in practice.

The webinar attracted 60 participants from diverse fields and the feedback was

overall positive. However, despite having a Q&A-section, the webinar format did limit

the level of interaction. Overall, the information- and inspiration-focused webinar

was a good complement to the Arena, providing a low threshold opportunity to learn

about the keys and justice in sustainable cities. The recording is available on Youtube

and it will be used to communicate the keys in the future.

Image 20. Screenshot of launch webinar video on Youtube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjuaQHeBkgM&t=13s


5.3) Participant Feedback
A feedback form was created to gather comments from participants and fellows, as

well as to follow up on their actions to track UrbanA impact. Questions were kept

short and all responses were optional in order to not discourage entries. NB. Despite

several kind reminders to collect inputs, only a few (9) participants filled the form.

Image 21. Screenshot of participant feedback form



Participant Takeaways

“Creating sustainable and just cities is a multifaceted process that requires us to

complexify our understanding of urban systems to better engage and involve the

elements that constitute them - horizontally and vertically, and probably diagonally

too. The more interactions between the elements, and the more directions, the

better!”

“European cities can collaborate for research that grows capacities for social justice

and sustainability through the 4 keys: Inform, Honest, Caring, Regeneration”

“Action!”

“We all search for happiness but with different levels of satisfaction/expectations, we

need to degrow some of these so that others can enjoy their lives, balance is very

important. I was grateful for being part of the Arena, realizing the complexity of the

"system"). Yet small actions can make a big impact. Above all, we need to work

together and be really inclusive (difficult) to have what we can call a just city.”

“So many interesting initiatives taking place on the ground.”

“Focus continues to be on finding ways to perpetuate large cities (unsustainable

human settlements that are a main driver of today's ecological imbalances), instead

of looking for urbanistic alternatives that promote collectivity, transition and

desurbanization…”

“Clear alignment on the need to be creative in designing urban policies”



6) Annexes

Invitation letter 1
Dear [PARTICIPANT NAME],

You are warmly invited to the Urban Arena for Sustainable and Just cities, hosted online by
ICLEI Europe on Thursday 30 September (afternoon) and Friday 01 October 2021 (full day).

UrbanA is a three-year EU-funded project that synthesizes and transfers knowledge and
builds new networks for transformative change. Our community now includes more than
1’000 city-thinkers and city-makers, including social workers, civil servants, social
entrepreneurs, local and translocal activists, researchers and policy-makers across Europe.

Its fourth and final Arena event focuses on how effective actions can be taken to influence
policies and practices towards sustainable and just cities. Our partner [PARTNER NAME]
highlighted your expertise on the topic of [TOPIC OF EXPERTISE].

We would be thrilled to have you with us to this interactive event - including several
engaging workshops sessions - and unlock local and European policy action together. You
can find a draft agenda attached and let me know if you have any questions.

Will you join us? Then please fill this confirmation form by 05 July 2021 (10 am CET).

Looking forward to welcoming you to the Arena,

Your UrbanA team

https://forms.gle/ouM5QMepxpcgWZ5e8


Invitation letter 2
Dear [PARTICIPANT NAME],

Over half of the Urban Arena’s seats are filled and we remain hopeful you’ll be able to join us
this autumn! We’d also like to take this opportunity to clarify some questions that we’ve
received:

Q: What is the event about?

A: In the UrbanA project, we’ve been developing a set of ‘keys’ to unlock sustainable and just
cities based on almost three years of transdisciplinary research – we’ll be sharing these with
you in early September. However, these keys will only make a real difference if linked to
specific actions. This event is therefore a co-creative workshop bringing together city-makers
and city-thinkers to explore what actions can be taken, and by whom, in support of
sustainable and just cities.

Q: Why are we inviting you?

A: Together with our project partners, we’ve done our best to identify practitioners and
policymakers with the knowledge and experience to identify and develop actions for making
cities sustainable and just.

Q: Who else is attending?

A: You would be part of a group of ca. 50 colleagues from local governments, urban networks,
European and inter-governmental organizations, as well as NGOs and research organizations
– a genuinely diverse and deeply knowledgeable group!

Q: What is the event’s format/methodology?

A: There will be few ‘speeches’ and we guarantee no death by powerpoint – instead, we’ll
spend most of our time discussing together using the full potential of online collaborative
tools. We’ve also got a few surprises in the works!

Keen to join us? Please fill in the confirmation form by July 10th!

You can find out more about UrbanA on the project’s website, and we’re happy to answer any
remaining questions by email (sara.demaio@iclei.org or matthew.bach@iclei.org).

Your UrbanA team

https://urban-arena.eu/urban-people/#team
https://forms.gle/ouM5QMepxpcgWZ5e8
https://urban-arena.eu/
mailto:matthew.bach@iclei.org


Confirmed participant letter

Welcome to the Final Arena!

Dear Arena-participant,

We are delighted that you are joining us for the Final Urban Arena for Sustainable and Just

Cities! It’s official! You are now part of the UrbanA family - a community of more than 1,000

city-thinkers and city-makers across Europe making cities more sustainable and just places

to live.

UrbanA synthesizes and transfers knowledge and builds new networks for transformative

change. It has developed a set of ‘keys’ to unlock sustainable and just cities based on almost

three years of transdisciplinary research, which we will be sharing with you soon. However,

these keys can only make a real difference if they are linked to specific actions. Here’s where

you come in!

Believe us, we really wanted to bring the UrbanA family together in Brussels at the final Arena

event. As a small compensation, we’re sending you this participant box to help us foster an

engaging atmosphere for the 1.5 days that we’re together, exploring how we can influence

policies, find allies, and take action to support sustainable and just cities.

In this participant box, you will find:

● A brochure about the keys of just sustainable cities to inspire you

● An organic fairtrade nut & fruit mix to energize you

● Tea bags to keep you hydrated in front of your screen

We are really looking forward to seeing you on Thursday 30 September (full day) and Friday

1 October 2021 (morning) on Zoom. You can find the programme on the back of this letter.

As you can see, the Arena’s concept is to give the floor in a “open-mic” style, but structured in

various formats. There will be few ‘speeches’, and we guarantee no death by Powerpoint.

Instead, we’ll spend most of our time together sharing and discussing, using the full potential

of online collaborative tools. We’ve also got a few surprises in the works!

Please let us know if you have any questions before the event. See you very soon!

Your UrbanA team


